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If west Indian migration  continues…”we would have 
a magpie society: that would never do.”

• “By the early 1950s, Churchill asked government 
officials in various departments to devise 
mechanisms by which West Indians might be kept out 
of the country, contrary to the rights of entry and 
residence they enjoyed under the 1948 Nationality 
Act.  The challenge was to draft legislations that 
specifically targeted non-white immigrants while not 
appearing to be motivated by racial considerations.”

Olusoga 2016, pg 499

Churchill











“A social stereotype is a mental association between 
a social group or category and a trait. The 
association may reflect a statistical reality, but it 
need not.” 

Greenwald & Krieger 2006, pg 949

Associations



“When two categories can be linked to each other via 
shared goodness or badness, the shared property is 
what psychologists call valence or emotional value. 
Positive valence attracts, negative valence repels ”

Banaji & Greenwald 2016, pg 39

Valence



Dogs wear clothes

Ducks lay eggs

Banaji & Greenwald 2016,

Valence Example



Race – Common Understandings 
•Biological

•Permanent

•No complete set of genetic 

characteristics that defines a race

•Main benefits are social

•Signifier for class

Banton 1983, Senior and Bhopal 1994, Williams 1987



• Legal definition – Equality Act 2010

“Race includes colour, nationality and ethnic or national 

origins.  Where people have or share the same colour, 

nationality or ethic or national group they are considered to 

be part of a specific racial group.  Two or more groups can 

make up a racial group; for example British Asians.” 

Race



Social sciences (sociology and anthropology) –
Consider Garner’s analysis:-

• Race is supposedly description of phenotypes – how 
many characteristics constitute race? (Include skin 
colour, nose shape, hair texture, lips, shape of skull, 
eye colour, shape of eyes? –

• How many races are there?

Race



• Middle Ages the Spanish word emerged as  raza, 
referring to different breeds of dogs, horses….and 
humans

• 1492 with Columbus’s exploits racial difference 
marked a key point on explicit racialisation 

• 1758-9 Linnaeus established a classification system 
(pseudo-scientific racism) (see Fernando 2017)

Race Thinking & Race



“The earliest images of black Africans are significant in 
the genealogy of European images we encounter in 
ancient Egypt.  The oldest representations of black 
Africans, dating from 2500 BC, show them well 
integrated into society and intermarrying”.

Pieterse 1995

It wasn’t always like this



• ‘Caucasian’ was not used as a term before the 1940s

• ‘Hispanic’ in the United States has only been in use 
since the 1970 census (Garner 2010)

• People see races differently according to where in 
the world they live (we don’t talk about SAs here)

• Categorisations change over time (Banton 1983) 

How Many Races?



• 25,000 to 30,000 genes – the largest difference 
between people is less than 0.1% (Garner 2010, Rutherford 

2020)

• Consensus in modern genetics – no discrete groups 
of people (i.e. races) (Rutherford 2020)

• Genotype / phenotype confusion (Sewell & Vige 2012)

• Robust geographical arguments and flaws (Garner 2010; 

Syed 2010)

Biological - Flawed



Race from a Geneticist

“Of all the attempts over the centuries to place humans 
in distinct races, none succeeds. Genetics refuses to 
comply with these artificial and superficial categories. 
Skin colour, while being the most obvious difference 
between people, is a very bad proxy for the total amount 
of similarity or difference between individuals and 
between populations. Racial differences are skin deep.”

Rutherford 2020. 



Race in society  - Stop and Search



Race in society  - Tasers



Race in society - Employment



“An organism’s genotype is the set of genes that it carries. An organism’s 
phenotype is all of its observable characteristics—which are influenced 
both by its genotype and by the environment. An example of this 
interaction is seen in the colour of flamingoes, which are generally pink. 
However, this colour is a consequence of the food they eat. Therefore, 
flamingo colour emerges from their genetically determined physiology 
which results in their ability to metabolise food, and the environmentally 
determined food in their environment which results in their pink hue. A 
similar process is seen in relation to body shape, which is determined by 
both genetically based physiology, the availability of food, and 
consumption behaviours. In relation to humans, both genetic and 
environmental aspects result in the variation in body shapes (fat, thin, 
short, tall) we see around us).”  (Vige & Sewell 2012)

Genotype / Phenotype



• Sickle cell disease is related to malaria which is 
related to geography – not purely genetic (Garner 2010)

• East African distance runners – “If you draw a radius 
around the town of Eldoret (Kenya) you get about 
90% of top Kenyan athlete (Syed 2010)

• No White, Asian nor East African runner has broken 
10s for the 100 metres (Syed 2010)

Geography



What do You Notice?



Confounding Issues
•Confusion and conflation of terms (e.g. Ethnicity 

and culture)

•Value laden meaning of race

•Prejudice leading to discrimination



Ethnicity

•From Greek word for people or Tribe

•Group identity

•Partially Changeable – Stuart Hall’s 

new ethnicities

•Some make a distinction between 

ethnic group and ethnic origin
(Fernando 2010, Hall 1996; Senior and Bhopal 1994)



Culture

•Behaviour

•Partially Changeable

•Shared ideas, non-material 

structures, habits and rules

Bhui 2002; Fernando 2010

•‘most modern societies are mixtures of 

many sub-cultures’ Bhui (2002, p16) 



• Social process

• Stratification

• Power

• Internalisation (Banton 1983; Fanon 1967; Williams 1997)

Racialisation



• Racialisation

• Prejudice and unconscious bias

• Discrimination

• Institutional Discrimination 
(Banton 1967,1983; Fanon 1967; Ture & Hamilton 1992)

Building Blocks Of Racism



“An inflexible mental attitude towards specific groups 
of others based on unreliable, possibly distorted, 
stereotyped images of them.”

Cashmore & Troyna 1990, p47

Prejudice is…..



Prejudice is Inevitable 

» Discrimination is learned

Familiar is ‘normal’

Fear



The human mind must think with the aid of 
categories....Once formed, categories are the basis 
for normal prejudgment. We cannot possibly avoid 
this process. Orderly living depends upon it. 

Allport 1954, The Nature of Prejudice 

“Most people develop different ways of looking at the 
world that, at some level makes sense to them”

Ross 2011, Reinventing Diversity 



Plous 2003, The psychology of prejudice, stereotyping, and discrimination: An 
overview 

Assimilation into pre-

existing categories



• Defined in statute

• Examined in social sciences 

Discrimination



• An ideology regarding  the categorisation of the 
world population

• Detected in behaviours of individuals and 
organisations (as opposed to prejudice)

• Hierarchy and assumed superiority, through power 

(Cashmore & Troyna 1990;Fernando 2010; Garner 2010)

Racism



• Kwame Ture (prev. Stokely Carmichael) & Charles 
Hamilton in Black Power, originally 1967

• MacPherson – Stephen Lawrence inquiry 1999

Institutional Racism -

History



• ‘Institutional Racism consists of the collective failure 
of an organisation to provide an appropriate and 
professional service to people because of their colour, 
culture or ethnic origin.  It can be seen or detected in 
processes, attitudes and behaviour that amount to 
discrimination through unwitting prejudice, 
ignorance, thoughtlessness and racist stereotyping 
which disadvantage minority ethnic people’

(MacPherson 1999, p.28)

MacPherson





Model developed by Folke and Berkes 1998



Bystander Role

Victim

Perpetrator Bystander

Unconscious bias

&

Microaggressions 



• Emotional intelligence (coined by Michael Beldoch
and developed by Daniel Goleman)

• Awareness of one’s emotions, as well of those of 
others

• Awareness of own identities (self defined and 
perceived by others) and humility in relation to 
privilege 

Emotional Intelligence



Non Violent Communication

Observation

Feelings

Needs

Requests

Clearly expressing 

how I am without 

blaming or criticising

Emphatically hearing how 

you are without hearing 

blame or criticism 

Centre for NVC



“One endorses either the idea of a racial hierarchy as a racist, or 
racial equality as an anti-racist. One either believes problems are 
rooted in groups of people, as a racist, or locates the roots of 
problems in power and policies, as an anti-racist. One either 
allows racial inequities to persevere, as a racist, or confronts 
racial inequities, as an anti-racist.”

Kendi 2019

Antiracism
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